The All-Natural Way to Relax During Your Dental Visit
Introducing NuCalm®

4 Simple Steps

We are constantly looking for ways to improve your dental experience
and want to make sure that your time with us is as relaxing, comfortable,
and productive as possible. That is why we are proud to introduce
the latest and most effective deep relaxation therapy called NuCalm®.
NuCalm not only provides you with a deep relaxation experience during
your appointment, but also leaves you feeling both refreshed and
rejuvenated after the appointment.

1.

Chew all-natural dietary supplements
to help counteract adrenaline

2.

Use micro-current stimulation to help
begin relaxation

3.

Listen to neuroacoustic software to
create deep relaxation

What is NuCalm?

4.

Block out light to maintain
deep relaxation

NuCalm is a patented all-natural stress intervention technology. NuCalm
scientifically sequences four relaxation therapies to mimic your body’s
own process for ‘winding down’ and preparing for sleep. You will feel the
same way you feel just as you are about to fall asleep.

How Does NuCalm Work?
Deep relaxation is achieved through 4
simple steps. NuCalm is administered by
our dental team at the beginning of your
appointment and takes just a few minutes
to apply. While listening to soothing
music, you will relax comfortably in the
chair for the entire appointment.

Step 1: All-natural dietary supplements

What patients are saying

containing a proprietary formulation of amino acids. The dietary
supplements will NOT counteract or interfere with any medications or
dietary restrictions.

“I loved NuCalm!! I am always an
anxious patient and I can’t wait for my
family to try it” – Donna L.

Step 2: FDA-cleared micro-current stimulation. Research shows this

“I will never worry again about my
dental appointment. I lost sleep last
night over this appointment. Thank you
for being such a great dental office to
find NuCalm for me.” – Amanda R.

helps facilitate the relaxation response.

Step 3: Soothing music presented through headphones. Layered in
the music is proprietary neuroacoustic software designed to guide you to
deep relaxation.

Step 4: Light-blocking eye mask or glasses to block visual stimulation
and help maintain relaxation.

We think you deserve the best. Experience NuCalm today
and find out what over 400,000 dental patients across
five continents already know.

“I can’t believe that was 90 minutes only felt like it was 30 minutes tops!”
– Craig B.
“NuCalm is very good. I have never
relaxed while getting dental work!”
– Bernadette S.

NOTE: Some NuCalm components should not be used on individuals with implanted pacemakers, ventricular assist devices, brain implanted devices, or women who are pregnant or
nursing. Please consult with a team member prior to use.
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

www.nucalm.com
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